
 
n how many ways can a square be cut in half using a

single straight line cut

Infinitely many any straight line through the
Centre will work

Between them Ginger and Victoria eat two thirds of a
cake If Ginger eats one quarter of the cake what
Fraction of the cake does Victoria eat

Z t _3 Fz E fz
What is 12340 t 12.34 1234
12340
7234

t 12 34
1234

101 12341 100
1234

lot 0.01 10.01
IF the numbers from 1 to 10 inclusive are all multiplied
together how many Zeroes are at the end of the answer

There are 6 Copies of 2 in the product 2,4 22 6 8,10
There are 2 copies of S in the product 5 10

So there will be 2 zeroes at the end
The mean of three numbers x y t is What is the
mean of y and z
We have xtytZ x

3
xtytZ 3 a
y 2 2x

y K
Z

A male punky Fish has 9 stripes and a female punky
Fish has 8 stripes I count 86 stripes on the Fish in my

tank What is the ratio of male fish to Female fish

Let m be the number of male fish and f be the

number of female fish We have



Gm t 8F 86
M9m8 6 9m
9 81 S X
8 72 14 X

7 63 23 X

6 54 32 Yes F 4
S 4S 41 X

4 36 SO X

3 27 59 X
2 18 68 X
1 9 77 X

so the ratio male Female is 6 L 3 3

The diagram shows three squares drawn on the sides of a

triangle What is the sum of the marked angles
Suppose the angles of the triangle are

a p 8 Then otpt 8 180
The sum of the marked angles is

3 360 6 90 ftp.t 8

angleat right angles in trianglea point angles
1080 540 180 3600

The numbers 72,8 24 10,5 45 36 15 are grouped in

pairs so that the product of each pair is the same

Which number is paired with 10
Rewrite the numbers using prime Factorisation
72 23 32
29
223,3µg

so the.gg product is

10 2 5 and the number paired
45g 254 with 10 is 36

36 22 32
15 3 5

which of the following could be the graph showing
the circumference C of a circle in terms of its



diameter d

We have C Td which is a linear relationship represented
by A
A 30cm x 40cm page of a book includes a 2cm margin
on each side as shown What percentage of the page is

occupied by the margins z 2

The total area of z p p
the page is 26
30 40 1200

The non margin area is

26 36 936
So the area of the 3G
margin is

1200 936 264
Hence the percentage of the page
taken up by the margins is
4 Foo Foo too 22

a

IF p is a positive integer and q is a negative
integer which of the following is greatest

p q q p ptg p q more info needed

p q O

q p co

ptg 70 but since q negative p q ptg
p q ptg 0
So the largest is p g
The diagram shows a regular pentagon PQRST The
lines QS and RT meet at U What is the size of

angle LPUR



TC

et x _LPUQ By symmetry LPUT x also

By supplementary angles LQUR 180 2x and LSUR 2x
Consider ASUR By symmetry it is isosceles and so

USR LURS 180 22 90 x

2
The interior angles of a pentagon are 1080 so

LURQ 108 90 x x t 18
Now consider SQUR By angle sum of a triangle

LUQR 180 180 Zx x t 18
x 18

Finally Consider DSQR Since SR QR the triangle is
isosceles and so

LQSR LSQR 90 x x 18
2n 108
x 54

We have LPUR 180 2x t x 180 54 126

A wooden cube with edge length 12cm is cut into cubes with
edge length 1cm What is the total length of all the edges of
all these centimetre cubes
There are 123 smaller cubes
A cube has 12 edges so the total number of edges
is 124



Granny's watch gains 30 minutes every hour while Grandpa's
watch loses 30 minutes every hour At midnight they both
set their watches to the correct time of 12 00 What is the
correct time when their two watches next agree
During a period of n hours Granny's watch will gain
hours and Grandpa's Watch will lose Z hours

So in 12 hours Granny's watch will gain 6 hours showing
600 and Grandpa's watch will lose 6 hours showing 6 00

Hence the answer is 12 noon

one of the digits 1 to 9 is put in each unshaded

square so that no digit is repeated and the totals or

the entries in the rows and columns are as shown

What number goes in the starred square

The leftmost column must have the numbers 1 and 3

in some order The middle row must have the numbers
1,2 4 in some order So the green box must contain 1

3 9
1

Along the top row the blue box must contain 12 3 9

The purple box must contain either 2 or 4
If purple 2 then 16 9 2 5

If purple 4 then 16 9 4 3 already used
Hence we must have 5
The following sequence continues indefinitely



27 3 3 3 207 3 3 23 2007 3 3 223
20007 3 3 2223 etc

which of the following integers is a multiple of 81
A 200 007 B 20 000 007 C 2000 000 007

D 200 000 000 007 E 20 ooo ooo 000 007
We need 2 23 to be a multiple of 9 so the

n copies
sum of the digits must be divisible by 9

2n 3 9 n 3 not an option
Zn t 3 18 2n IS impossible
2 1 3 27 2n 24

n 12
So the answer is E
P Q R are points on the circumference of a circle of
radius 4 LPQR 45 What is the length of chord PR

Let 0 be the centre of the circle
and construct radii OP OR
The angle at the centre of the circle
is twice the angle at the
circumference so LPOR 2 45 90
So SPOR is a right angled
triangle and hence we can apply
Pythagoras
pR2 42 42

32

o
PR 732

452 cm

The diagram shows two circles and four equal
semi circular arcs The area of the inner shaded circle



is l What is the area of the outer circle

Let r be the radius of the

r semi circular arc
r By symmetry the shaded angle
l is 45 so the length marked

r in red is also r

By Pythagoras the radius of
the inner circle is rr2
The radius of the outer
circle is Zr
We have T rr I

ZIT r 1
The area of the outer circle is

IT Zr 4 r 2
As n takes each positive integer value in turn how
many different values are obtained for the remainder
when n is divided by nth
When nt4 16 ie n 12 or n 13 then we

have
NZ h2 16 t 16

n 4 nth t 16

so the remainder is 16
We need to check the values in _I to n l2 individually

d



n n2 nt4 remainder
l l s l
2 4 6439 7 2
4 16 8 O

s 25 9 7

6 36 to 6

7 49 11 5

8 64 12 4

9 81 13 3

10 100 14 2
11 121 IS I
12 144 16 0

So there are 9 possible remainders 0,1 2 3,4 S G

7 16
In the diagram on the right how many squares of

any size are there whose entries add up to an even

total

The square must contain an even number of odd values

size 1 1 there are 12 squares 2 4,6 24

size 5 5 no there are 13 odd numbers

size 4 4 each row will contain 2 even and 2 odd

numbers so all possible squares work List them by the
numbers at their vertices

I 4 16 19 6,9 21 24

Z S 17 20 7 10 22,25



Size 3 3 the square needs to have even values on the
corners

2 4 12 14 8,10 18 Zo

6,8 16 18 12 14 22 24

Size 2 2 all possible squares work Leach will contain
2 even and 2 odd numbers
There are squares with each of the marked spaces in
the top left of the 2 2

o o

o a ro

o o

This makes a total of 16 4 per row times 4 rows
so the answer is 121 4 t Ll t 16 36
The diagram shows a semicircle and an isosceles triangle
which have equal areas What is the value of tancic

r

T
h

I
Draw a line dividing the shape in hair vertically and
let r and h be the distances shown

The area of the semicircle is Tr
The area of the triangle is 2x Ix r x h rh



Note that tan x hlr so h r tan x

we have
Tr rh

r r Ean x

r Ean x

Hence tan x I
2


